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NATIONAL BIBLE SUNDAY
(Suggested fourth Sunday in July)


ALTAR BIBLES
In the past, Lutherans have often placed a large Bible in the centre of the altar. In many ways this was appropriate, as the sacrament of holy communion was rarely celebrated. However, if the sacrament is celebrated, the vessels for the eucharist should be placed in the centre of the altar. In fact, the proper place for the Bible is on the lectern, where it can be read. However, for services of the word, and perhaps for days of special focus on the Bible, such as National Bible Sunday, the Bible may be placed open on the altar to show the special emphasis of the service.

ENTRY OF THE WORD
If a procession is held at the beginning of the service, the reader for the day may carry in a large Bible at the head of the procession behind the processional cross. The one who carries it should use both hands to hold it vertically at shoulder height (see the picture on page 207 of Pfatteicher's Manual on the Liturgy). When the procession reaches the sanctuary, the Bible may be placed open on the lectern, or - for Bible Sunday or if holy communion is not celebrated - open on the altar. See the discussion above on 'Altar Bibles'. 

GOSPEL PROCESSION
Since today is National Bible Sunday, a gospel procession could be held to emphasise God's word. For details, see the document 'General notes and resources', under 'Gospel procession', in the 'General and seasonal' folder.

PRAYER
The following prayer (or one like it) may be added to the prayer of the church, or it may be used (with the ending) as a second prayer of the day (collect) following the prayer set down for the day.

Lord God, you have given all holy Scriptures for our learning. Lead us to hear the Scriptures, to read them and take notice of them, to learn them and to receive them into our hearts. Encourage and support us by your holy word, so that we may always hold onto the joyful hope of eternal life, which you have given us in our Saviour Jesus Christ (, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and forever. Amen).


HYMNS AND SONGS

The following hymns and songs are suitable for National Bible Sunday:

Lutheran Hymnal with Supplement
Any hymns from the section 'The Word of God' 258-274, 822-824

'All Together' songbooks
39	My word 
67	Let your word fill my days
246	Thy word is a lamp
337	The grass withers

Together in Song
Any hymns from the section 'The Scriptures', 425-431


VISUAL

Floral arrangements could be in red in a European style incorporating a small Bible, and/or white (representing the pure word). 

A display could be set up, featuring green, gold, or white, with many different Bibles shown, and perhaps a card with the verse 'Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God (Romans 10:17)'.


